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About This Game

Welcome to The Happy Hereafter, a casual sim in which you guide the newly dead as they build an afterlife for themselves and
their fellow lost souls. Possessing uncanny management skills, you'll control a legion of zany characters as they arrive at their

eternal destination and settle in. There will be no rest for the wickedly funny as you put them to work building houses,
harvesting resources and earning money to build a village to rival Paradise. Explore weird but wonderful landscapes, discover

cleverly hidden secrets, and complete dozens of challenging missions in your quest to create a little slice of Heaven in the
underworld!

Six locations

Over 100 missions

Dozens of wacky characters
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Comic book style story scenes

Learn-as-you-play tutorial
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Title: The Happy Hereafter
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Alawar, Mirball Games
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,Russian,German,Korean,Polish,Czech
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Yahh!!! Awesome game! And best game! I like this game...! And also learning some english! :3. High intensity fun! Highly
recommend.. A very fast paced game .

Mindy waifu is real <3. Honestly an enjoyable game, albeit a bit short. Took roughly 6 hours to beat it, and I was by no means
rushing to finish it, just went at a steady pace. For the current price tag ($12.99) I would say eh, maybe wait till it is on sale as it
is a bit short. There are other games (antichamber), (the witness) that get you a little more bang for your buck, but this game is
good none the less.. Better than COD. Heyyo, a pretty fun city strategy game. It's pretty neat how you build in this game..
Absolutey amazing game. I really like the deep story and UI plus the design. The game has really deep story. I like it a lot.. An
addicting game with a unique play style. Definitely worth checking out!. Very Good Game i really love it. I'm confused
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Sadly this game has rendering issues that make it unplayable for me. Only the non-D3D rendered parts of the game show up
which is only the character and the sky. No joy after trying a number of workarounds and multiple computers. I remember the
game fondly, but sadly this version just doesn't work.. It's kind of relaxing for exploring and jumping in what seems low gravity.
The simplistic tone works really well. It reminds me of a 3rd person "Another World". this game has a really cool story!
9.5/10. The puzzle section is pretty fun. Play it on a hot day and the music cools you down.. I knew that the game will be not
perfect from the beginning considering it's FPS Creator. But i have a great time playng it. Yes sometimes it feels clumsy, but i
understand it's just the engine limitations. It feels that the developer tried to bring a dark sci-fi atmosphere, and he did it wright!
The music and sound effects are awesome, the level design is great. Hope that next time they make a game on better engine!
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